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Biomea Fusion to transform to a Clinical Stage Company with First in Human (FIH) Clinical Trial
BMF-219 advances as the first clinical stage therapeutic from the company’s deep pipeline of covalent irreversible small
molecules
BMF-219 is a novel, first-in-class, irreversible menin inhibitor designed to control menin’s negative impact across several
indications
FIH Study will initially enroll patients with relapsed/refractory acute leukemia, with additional indications planned
Despite novel agents in the clinic and commercial settings, acute leukemia remains a significant unmet need due to the
aggressive, heterogenous nature of the disease

REDWOOD CITY, Calif., Sept. 16, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Biomea Fusion, Inc. (“Biomea”) (Nasdaq: BMEA), a biopharmaceutical company
focused on the discovery and development of irreversible small molecules to treat patients with genetically defined cancers, today announced that
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has cleared the company's Investigational New Drug application to begin a Phase I trial of BMF-219, a
selective irreversible menin inhibitor, in adult patients with relapsed or refractory acute leukemia including those with an MLL/KM2TA gene
rearrangement or NPM1 mutation.

“First of all, I would like to take this opportunity to thank the FDA, the Contract Research Organizations, our consultants, our investors, and of course
TEAM FUSION for the commitment, guidance, support, and tireless effort in getting BMF-219, an investigational new drug, in the hands of patients in
need. It was a true community effort, and we are so blessed here at Biomea to be in position to provide an impactful therapy against aggressive
cancers,” said Thomas Butler, Biomea’s CEO and Chairman of the Board. “This is just the beginning for BMF-219 as we are planning to pursue
multiple indications with our novel molecule. This is also just the beginning for the company, as we continue to make significant progress with our
pipeline programs. We are in a strong position to continue to bring novel small molecules into the clinic and help the many patients with life threatening
and life altering diseases.”

“Over the past 6 months, we have brought together a first-class team of biotech professionals to tackle our next phase of growth, which will include
clinical development of BMF-219 in not only liquid but also solid tumors,” said Ramses Erdtmann, Biomea’s COO and President. “BMF-219 is a very
special compound, with a unique effect on menin which we believe will lead to improved outcomes for patients with specific gene arrangement and
mutations.”

An irreversible small molecule, such as BMF-219, is a synthetic compound that forms a permanent bond to its target protein and offers a number of
potential advantages over conventional reversible drugs, including greater target selectivity, lower drug exposure, and the ability to drive a deeper,
more durable response.

The Phase 1, first-in-human, open-label, dose-escalation and dose-expansion clinical trial of BMF-219 will assess the safety, pharmacokinetic (PK)
and pharmacodynamic (PD) profile of BMF-219 in adult patients with relapsed or refractory acute leukemia including those with an MLL/KM2TA gene
rearrangement or NPM1 mutation.

About Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML)

AML is the most common form of acute leukemia in adults and represents the largest number of annual leukemia deaths in the U.S. and Europe. AML
originates within the white blood cells in the bone marrow and can rapidly move to the blood and other parts of the body, including the lymph nodes,
spleen, and central nervous system. Approximately 30,000 people in the U.S. and Europe are diagnosed with AML each year, and the five-year overall
survival rate in adults roughly 29%. Among patients with relapsed/refractory disease, the need is greatest, as the overall survival is approximately 3 to
9 months. It is estimated that upwards of 45% of AML patients have menin dependent genetic drivers (MML-r or NPM1).

About BMF-219

BMF-219 is an irreversibly binding inhibitor of menin, a protein that is known to play an essential role in oncogenic signaling in genetically defined
leukemias. Preclinically, BMF-219 has demonstrated robust downregulation of key leukemogenic genes in addition to menin itself (via MEN1) in
well-established MLLr AML cell lines. Additionally, BMF-219 has shown efficacy in multiple in vivo and in vitro models of acute leukemias. BMF-219 will
be evaluated in a first-in-human trial in patients with relapsed or refractory acute leukemia with MLL/KM2TA gene rearrangement or NPM1 mutation.

About Biomea Fusion

Biomea Fusion is a biopharmaceutical company focused on the discovery, development and commercialization of irreversible small molecules to treat
patients with genetically defined cancers. An irreversible small molecule is a synthetic compound that forms a permanent bond to its target protein and



offers a number of potential advantages over conventional reversible drugs, including greater target selectivity, lower drug exposure, and the ability to
drive a deeper, more durable response. The company is utilizing its proprietary FUSION™ System discovery platform to advance a pipeline of
irreversible treatments against key oncogenic drivers of cancer. Biomea Fusion’s goal is to utilize its capabilities and platform to become a leader in
developing irreversible small molecules in order to maximize the depth and durability of clinical benefit when treating various cancers.

Forward-Looking Statements

Statements contained in this press release regarding matters that are not historical facts are “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of the
Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Because such statements are subject to risks and uncertainties, actual results may differ materially
from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. Such statements include, but are not limited to, statements regarding the
potential safety, efficacy, and continued development of BMF-219, the timing for commencing the first in human clinical trial, the potential therapeutic
indications of the Company’s products candidates, including BMF-219, the building out our proprietary irreversible platform and progress made in
early-stage small pipeline molecules through their preclinical development. These statements often include words such as “believe,” “expect,”
“anticipate,” “intend,” “plan,” “estimate,” “seek,” “will,” “may,” or similar expressions. Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of risks and
uncertainties, many of which involve factors or circumstances that are beyond the Company’s control. Any forward-looking statements in this
statement are based on management’s current expectations of future events and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties that could cause
actual results to differ materially and adversely from those set forth in or implied by such forward-looking statements. Risks that contribute to the
uncertain nature of the forward-looking statements include: the success, cost, and timing of the Company’s product candidate development activities
and pre-clinical studies and clinical trials, the Company’s ability to execute on its strategy, regulatory developments in the United States, the
Company’s ability to fund operations, and the impact that the current COVID-19 pandemic will have on the Company’s clinical trials and pre-clinical
studies, supply chain, and operations, as well as those risks and uncertainties set forth in the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form Q for the quarter
ended June 30, 2021, filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on August 11, 2021, and its other filings filed with the United States
Securities and Exchange Commission filed from time. Although the Company believes that the expectations reflected in the forward-looking
statements are reasonable, it cannot guarantee that the events and circumstances reflected in the forward-looking statements will be achieved or
occur, and the timing of events and circumstances and actual results could differ materially from those projected in the forward-looking statements.
Accordingly, you should not place undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. All forward-looking statements contained in this press release
speak only as of the date on which they were made. The Company undertakes no obligation to update such statements to reflect events that occur or
circumstances that exist after the date on which they were made.
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